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CHAPTER I 

Introduction 

I had been living in the Pacific Northwest for nearly six years before enrolling 

at Texas Tech University in the fall of 2011. My roots, however, are in the Coastal 

Bend of South Texas.  Growing up, I was able to witness first-hand the trauma 

associated with windstorms and hurricanes affecting families and businesses. As a 

youth, I came to recognize that hurricanes are entirely beyond our control and damage 

is inevitable. But as an undergraduate, I enrolled in a special topics course in wind 

engineering that invited me to look at windstorms in a different way than I had 

previously understood. I was inspired by the professor, Dr. Joseph Minor, who taught 

us that we, as future structural engineers have the ability to mitigate the effects of 

windstorms through prudent design. 

Upon moving to Washington State for graduate school, I was quickly made 

aware of the seismic hazards associated with living in the Pacific Northwest. Friends 

and co-workers alike have shared with me their experiences from the Nisqually 

Earthquake that affected Western Washington in 2001. As a practicing structural 

engineer, my primary focus was in seismic design. Though the design approach for 

each lateral force is quite different, parallels can be made between seismic and wind 

events.  Each event is a natural disaster that we cannot control and people caught in 

the turmoil are quick to respond in a fearful fashion. But the negative impact could be 

minimized if the public were properly educated in these realms. My initial goal at 

Texas Tech was to pursue a PhD in Wind Science and Engineering as a means of 
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exploring the areas of natural disaster mitigation and emergency management. During 

my first semester, I enrolled in courses that fulfilled the requirements of the core 

curriculum for the Wind Science and Engineering program. These classes were 

Engineering Leadership, Wind Engineering, Statistics for Scientists and Engineers I, 

and Boundary Layer Meteorology. The beauty of the Wind Science and Engineering 

program is that the faculty and staff foster an environment in which students are 

encouraged to explore their interests and curiosities. Having completed the majority of 

the core curriculum that first semester, I explored my interests the following semester. 

Ultimately, the enjoyment I experienced exploring these interests led to my departure 

from the PhD program and into the interdisciplinary studies graduate tract. 

URBAN AND COMMUNITY DESIGN STUDIES 

Architecture has always interested me, both personally and professionally. As 

a practicing structural engineer, I have spent many years involved with, albeit 

tangentially, in the architectural design of structures. Structural engineers concern 

themselves with the safety and behavior of a building. But an architect is responsible 

for far more components in the creation of a structure. The layout of a building, the 

placement upon a site, and the choice of materials are design elements that fall under 

the responsibility of an architect and are often overlooked by the general public. If 

emergency management were to be the focal point of my research later, an 

understanding of community planning and urban development would be invaluable. In 

the spring of 2012, I joined the College of Architecture’s Graduate Certificate program 
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in Urban and Community Design Studies. The certificate program featured a 

curriculum that aligned with my interests. The coursework I enrolled in for the spring 

semester were Statistics for Scientists and Engineers II, Conservation Policies, 

Community Design and Development Resources, Geographic Information Systems.  

Community Design and Development Resources 

Community Design and Development Resources introduced me to the 

elements that make communities, especially those that have been affected by urban 

blight, thrive. Community design addresses the physical environment for people and 

place and focuses on the social, physical, and economic issues that collectively shape 

the physical environment. The development of a community is the result of extensive 

collaboration between its citizens, city managers, and urban planners. When done 

well, local design and development work together to create a strong sense of place for 

a community. As the class progressed, I learned that suburbanization has had a 

profound effect on the economic and cultural success of smaller urban communities.  

Programs like Main Street USA have helped to rehabilitate downtowns by 

bringing a sense of vitality and community to small towns. The downtowns of small 

towns and cities are more likely than large urban counterparts to have local businesses 

fill their spaces. This has a positive effect on the local economies of these 

communities. The course’s final project allowed us students the opportunity to get 

involved with service learning. Each student was assigned a small town or city and 

was responsible for using online-only resources as a means of providing suggestions 
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and ideas for how that municipality could better itself. My small town was Kingsville, 

Texas. Having lived there as an undergraduate, I was familiar with the task given to 

me. I met with the City Manager and we brainstormed ways in which the Main Street 

USA program could revitalize downtown Kingsville. The observations and 

suggestions I provided were published in blog form, providing a simple means of 

access by students, professor, and community leaders. Many of my suggestions 

focused on the interface within Kingsville’s downtown district. Adding elements like 

planters, awnings, and illumination would make the sidewalks more pleasant to the 

pedestrian, eventually creating a space of community that could help revitalize the 

district.  

Conservation Policies 

Conservation Policies is a survey course that focuses on federal and state-

enabling legislation policies on historic preservation and urban design. We students 

learned about how urban policies have an effect on urban design and learned about the 

relationship between urban life and historic structures. We explored case studies in 

preservation such as the efforts involved in revitalizing Gasworks Park in Seattle, 

Washington. The semester’s final project offered students the opportunity to support a 

local effort in the establishment of a handful of historic district in the Heart of 

Lubbock neighborhood in central Lubbock, Texas. We analyzed and documented the 

existing built environment, which consisted of a largely residential population, and 

went on to designate zoning boundaries for the proposed historic districts. Results of 

the research were presented to members of the community at a local meeting. While 
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there was some mild concern from a citizen about the potential rise in property taxes 

for their residence, the majority of those present were eager to follow through with the 

historical designation criteria. The experience highlighted the importance of 

community involvement in local matters. Without an engaged community, information 

is more difficult to disseminate and a sense of place can be lost.  

Advanced Architectural Design Studio 

The Origins of High Cotton 

High Cotton, my first portfolio piece, is the title for a two-month long concept 

design from the Advanced Architectural Design Studio in the summer of 2012. The 

studio course focuses on different topics each semester. The topic for the summer 

course was urban design. As a structural engineer, I welcomed the opportunity to learn 

about the design development process from an architectural point-of-view. My team 

members, in turn, learned a lot about engineering design considerations from me 

through the semester as well.  

During the first month, students were introduced to the project and invited to 

brainstorm on ways to approach the problem. Link Ministries, a Lubbock-based non-

profit, sought assistance from the College of Architecture to formulate ideas on how to 

best develop land they had recently acquired. Their property had a great deal of 

potential: situated at the intersection of 19th Street and Avenue A, in Lubbock, the 

development area offered designers the task of creating opportunities on large, open 
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spaces; expressing the site’s unique existing industrial structures; and due to its 

location, building upon the site’s easy accessibility (Figure 1.1).  

 

Figure 1.1 Site Plan 

The owner of the property, Link Ministries, outlined several requirements that 

needed to be met for the design. Administrative space for Link Ministries, StarCare, 

and other service providers was necessary for the site to serve as place of 

rehabilitation for people who are homeless. Dwelling units and transformational 

services needed to be included on the site as well. The supportive community 

component of the project, through which an income would be generated from the site, 

would include services such as affordable housing, retail units, and other income-

generating venues (Figure 1.2).  
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Figure 1.2 Program Plan 

To assist in the design process, a site visit was organized at the Haven for 

Hope campus in San Antonio, Texas. This facility was to serve as the model for the 

High Cotton project. Like High Cotton’s long-term goal, Haven for Hope is a campus 

dedicated to the rehabilitation of the homeless. In addition to shelter spaces, education, 

addiction, career development, and childcare services are offered on-site either for free 

or for a small fee. The design team for Haven for Hope also re-adapted and retrofitted 

a handful of storage and shipping structures to serve as administrative spaces for the 

campus.  

The buildings already present on the High Cotton property are remnants of a 

once-active agricultural economy. Due to their disuse, a great deal of rehabilitation 

needs to be performed in order for the structures to be brought up to a level of life 

safety. Having recently completed a course in historic preservation, I felt it was 

important that the existing structures be revitalized with respect to their industrial past. 

The remains of a tangible landscape needed to be redeveloped and nurtured with 
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native and adaptive plants and grasses. In order for people to engage with the property, 

the design team chose to emphasize the axes present on the property and provide a 

prominent entrance.  

The In-Between 

 In keeping with the axes component of the concept design, the ‘in-between’ 

spaces for the project will emphasize the axes that are either being proposed or 

currently exist on the site. The southern supportive community has an advantage in 

that an axis is already present with a potential for expression. High Cotton Avenue, 

which we have called the space between the existing structures parallel to the train 

tracks and the structures opening into this space, will serve as the primary conduit for 

activity on the site. The diagonal path will serve two purposes: a point of interface 

between pedestrians and the structures, and a means of access to the site. Due to the 

incredible volume occupied by the existing cotton and agricultural structures, we 

chose to express the vertical space by incorporating an elevated portion to the High 

Cotton Avenue arterial. This would allow for a comfortable, shaded hub along the 

interface, and this would allow for a mixed-use elevated platform for leisure activities. 

For the northern rehabilitative program, Lubbock’s flood zone essentially bisects the 

lot in half similar to the axis angle of the support community. This zone leads to a 

tree-lined creek leading into Mae Simmons Park in the east. A path will be provided to 

express these naturally occurring elements on the site. A diagonal walkway, 

reminiscent to High Cotton Avenue in the south, will guide pedestrians from the site 
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into the mouth of the park and creek and administration hub due south of the 

rehabilitative structural elements.  

Conveyances 

 In truly urban environments, personal vehicles are increasingly becoming 

liabilities instead of luxuries. For the High Cotton design, pedestrian accessibility has 

been emphasized over vehicular access. For the northern rehabilitative program, it is 

assumed that the majority of those living without homes will not have vehicles. As 

such, parking in this site will be consolidated and primarily serve those individuals 

that perform administrative roles within the rehabilitative program. A small lot will be 

included at the northernmost structure to allow for drop-off by either healthcare or law 

enforcement officials. Because the supportive community will be the retail core for the 

project, parking has been located at the periphery of the High Cotton development 

footprint. The existing entrance located at 19th Street will be retained and a small lot 

will be developed for handicapped accessibility and drop-offs. Three new entrances 

and parking lots will be developed along Avenue A. One of these will directly feed 

into High Cotton Avenue and another will service both High Cotton and a future 

structure that will serve as the local Black History Museum. Because the parking 

established by these lots will still fall short of the requirements set by the City of 

Lubbock, a large, single-purpose parking lot will be developed on the block bordered 

by 16th and 17th Streets in the north and south, respectively, and Avenues B and A in 

the west and east, respectively. In keeping with the urban design ideology, a portion of 

these parking stalls will be designated as ‘Compact’ to give preference to smaller, fuel 
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efficient vehicles. In each of these lots, bike racks will be included to invite cyclists to 

enjoy the amenities of High Cotton.   

Final Boards 

 The rehabilitative program requires a prominent entrance that would serve both 

as a local landmark for the site as well as an identifying marker for the campus. The 

entrance would represent a positive atmosphere conducive to rehabilitation and 

promote a growth and development-inducing environment. The existing warehouse on 

this northern site would be adapted for administrative use; medical, dental, and postal 

services and childcare. In keeping with green building design practices, natural light 

would play a prominent role in the structural rehabilitation. We proposed adding 

natural light by replacing portions of the solid concrete masonry walls with 

fenestration and adding generous skylights in the interior, central portions of the 

building.   

 

Figure 1.3 Rendering of Proposed Warehouse Renovation 

 For the site’s shelter component, we proposed using shipping containers akin 

to what one would find on a trade barge or freight train. These containers would be 
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retrofitted to a comfortable, habitable module. Using shipping containers helps the site 

express its industrial past while playing with the idea of residential form. The 

arrangement of these container shelters would also create a sense of community within 

each cluster, as the shelters are to be arranged in a formation that would create 

communal lawn space. A dry stream would bisect the site, providing a means to both 

express the existence of the site’s flood plain and divert the flow of water away from 

the habitable portions of the site (Figure 1.4). The goal of the rehabilitative would be 

to foster an environment for health and personal rehabilitation. Providing a path for 

self-betterment, our plans to evolve the sheltering units from prospects courtyard to 

tent structures to single-occupant residences reflects the personal growth of those who 

have made strides in rehabilitation.   

 

Figure 1.4 Rendering of Proposed Sheltering Units 

For the supportive community, we mean to provide a grand breezeway that 

connects the off-site parking lot and proposed Black History Museum with the core of 

High Cotton. To do this, the wall cladding for one of the vacant storage facilities will 

be eliminated and the roof will be replaced. The one masonry structure on site will 

remain as a façade, as the structure itself had decayed significantly from weathering 
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and disuse. Including the façade against a new structure expresses the industrial past 

(Figure 1.6). This new structure would provide education and employment services. A 

retail component may be included as well. The existing activity hub, consisting of a 

skate park, rock climbing gym, and weight training facility, would remain with façade 

refurbishments. Proposed business opportunities for this area would include an 

intramural soccer arena, restaurants and retail sites, donation drop-off and processing 

accessibility, and automotive services. It was our goal that the supportive community 

generates a renewed interest for Lubbock’s eastside and establishes a new community 

hub for Lubbock’s residents. The High Cotton project would cultivate a retail and 

activity space new to the city of Lubbock and serve as a bastion of hope for West 

Texas’s less fortunate residents.   

 

Figure 1.5 Rendering of Proposed Breezeway Entrance 
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Figure 1.6 Rendering of Masonry Façade Retention 

Critique 

 Less than a year after finishing this work, I became a Leadership in Energy and 

Environmental Design (LEED) accredited professional in neighborhood development 

(LEED ND). Having this new knowledge with me would have greatly benefited the 

development of the High Cotton concept design. A major issue with this project is that 

there was no transportation system implemented into the site plan and personal vehicle 

use was still expressed in the design. Integrating bus stops, for instance, would have 

benefitted the urban goals for the site development. Due to the region’s climate, there 

is significant potential for the application of on-site renewable energy systems in the 

form of photovoltaic devices. The roofs on the existing agricultural storage facilities 

have ample surface area to allow for solar panel installations. Locating existing basic 

services within a quarter-mile of the site would have also offered perspective of how 

the site would truly have been a benefit for the surrounding community and illustrated 

the feasibility of a pedestrian-focused region instead of one governed by vehicles. If a 

development is to be both feasible and sustainable, the design goals should focus on 
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ensuring that the project can sustain itself in energy and resources in the short and 

long-term.  

THE SCIENCE OF CLIMATE CHANGE  

 I enrolled in the following courses during my second year at Texas Tech: 

Global and Domestic Business Conditions, The Science of Climate Change, and Game 

Theory. Global and Domestic Business Conditions and Game Theory are courses that 

explore very different realms of economics. Where Business Conditions focused on 

the components that drive the everyday, world economy, Game Theory explores the 

decision-making strategies that create a competitive market. The Science of Climate 

Change is a course that surveys the present-day atmospheric science conditions that 

have resulted from human activity.  

Climate Science 

Human-induced climate change is a polarizing subject in American politics. 

Aside from a small percentage of skeptics, the science validating human-induced 

climate change is generally sound and accepted by the scientific community. Ice core 

analysis from Greenland and Antarctica provide valuable insight into the atmospheric 

chemistry changes that have occurred through the millennia. We see evidence of 

global warming right now: Arctic ice is the lowest it’s been in decades, birds and 

insects are migrating to cooler latitudes, and the growing season for various plant life 

is being delayed. These trends are the result of global warming, but global warming 

itself is not synonymous with climate change. Climate change can be thought of as an 
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illness, and as with any illness, symptoms develop. Global warming is a symptom of 

climate change. Other symptoms include increased and decreased precipitation levels, 

increased and decreased instances of drought, and sea surface temperature rise. 

Addressing the rise of carbon dioxide levels in the atmosphere is a key subject 

scientists have been and will continue to stress in the years to come.  

New Urbanism 

I was introduced to the principles of New Urbanism during the design process 

for High Cotton. The Congress for the New Urbanism (CNU) is an entity that focuses 

exclusively on community development. Its goal is to reduce urban sprawl and 

vehicular traffic in urban development. New Urbanists champion the idea that 

neighborhoods need to be diverse in use and population, that communities should be 

planned to promote pedestrian activity and allow for accessible transit options; and 

that the architectural design of a community should emphasize that community’s 

history and ecology. Together with the Natural Resources Defense Council and the 

U.S. Green Building Council, CNU played a role in the development of the LEED 

rating system for neighborhood development. At this point, my research topic made a 

notable transition from emergency and risk management to urban planning. I became 

very interested in exploring the role that urban design and planning play on the 

resiliency of a community. Urbanism and the LEED rating system became a focal 

point for my research and professional development.  
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Sustainable Urban Design 

 Sustainable Urban Design: How Designing for People Simultaneously Designs 

for Climate is the title of my second portfolio entry. In it, I have attempted to bridge 

the gap between my urban design studies and the new knowledge I had acquired in the 

Science of Climate Change class. I began the work with a discussion on the origins of 

urban design, integrating the ideas I learned in Community Design and Development 

Resources and the principles of New Urbanism. I then discussed climate change and 

its effect on the urban ecosystem, with a focus in the urban heat island effect. The 

body of the work concentrates on elements and examples of sustainable urban 

planning. The Admiral Safeway in Seattle, Washington was used as an example. The 

Admiral Safeway project consisted of a mixed-use development that replaced a 

suburban grocery store site. Where the previous building reflected the needs of a 

previous generation, namely generous parking for a suburban neighborhood, the new 

development highlighted the site’s interface zone and in doing so emphasized 

pedestrian activity. I also used the Mueller Development in Austin, Texas as an 

example of an entire community designed with New Urbanism ideologies. This 

development is located on the site of the Mueller airport that once served the Austin 

area. The brownfield has since been remediated, allowing for a healthy ecosystem and 

championing conservation efforts.  

Critique  

 I find fault in the work, much like the professor’s comments, in an inconsistent 

discussion on climate change. While there is plenty of discussion on design and 
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architecture, there is comparatively little discussion on atmospheric science. The 

primary climate science component to the discussion was in the urban heat island 

effect. While this is a crucial element to consider in an urban environment, there are 

also other factors to consider such as prolonged droughts, sea level rise, and natural 

hazard proximities. As the atmosphere warms, the oceans warm with it. While climate 

change may or may not play a role in the frequency of hurricanes and other natural 

events, their intensity could increase as a result as a hurricane’s energy is directly 

associated with sea surface temperatures. Exploring the potential rise in storm 

intensities and finding a link with urban planning would have been a good area to 

discuss.  

GLOBAL AND DOMESTIC BUSINESS CONDITIONS 

Prior to enrolling at Texas Tech, I had never taken the opportunity to explore 

economics. As a core requirement of the Wind Science and Engineering program, 

however, this opportunity soon presented itself. I refer to the Global and Domestic 

Business Conditions course as one that has an intense writing component. It is a self-

paced course that tests a student’s time management skills. The course is organized as 

such: the reading assignments are a set of textbooks and articles, which books the 

student chooses to read are his or her choice; these readings are then discussed in an 

under 20-page long essay; two of these are required, while the third is optional. When 

I return to the workforce, having this class’ information with me will help me 
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appreciate the logistics that go into operating a business and remaining competitive in 

a challenging market. 

Assignment #1 

Assignment #1 is the title for my third and final entry for the graduate 

portfolio. I chose this first assignment out of a total of three because it represents an 

important constituent in my growth as both a scholar and future employee. For this 

assignment, I reviewed the book The Undercover Economist by Tim Harford and 

briefly discussed portions of Thomas Sowell’s Basic Economics: A Common Sense 

Guide to the Economy. This first set of readings introduced me to an unbelievable 

level of activity in the world economy. I learned about the principles of scarcity, price 

targeting, economic externalities, game theory, and globalization. For brevity, my 

submission focused on scarcity, externalities, and globalization.  

Scarcity provides bargaining power. It is the result of competition among 

competing producers. One of the texts used farmland as an example. Suppose one 

person owns fertile grasslands. Over time, settlers move in to develop the land, leasing 

parcels of land from the owner. Because there is ample land, the owner has no 

bargaining power. As this land becomes saturated with ambitious settlers and farmers, 

less desirable land becomes available. This scarce, desirable land gives the owner 

bargaining power. The land increases in value and he is free to raise lease prices. We 

see examples of this type of activity in cities like San Francisco or New York City 

where demand for housing is high but the availability is low.  
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Externalities are another topic that Harford discusses in his text. Economic 

externalities refer to the hidden costs of products, such as automobiles. Traffic is used 

as an example in the text. Cars alone, generally, do not pose a problem to the general 

public. But car trips do. Trips cause traffic, release noxious fumes into the atmosphere, 

create noise pollution, and can cause accidents. A common practice in European 

nations is to add taxes onto gasoline purchases and driving licenses to account for 

these externalities. A right balance needs to be found in order for a market to work 

well. In climate science, externalities work similarly. As mentioned in the example 

above, car trips release chemicals into the atmosphere. These substances break down 

in to carbon dioxide, eventually leading to atmospheric warming. This warming, over 

time, melts polar ice caps and decreases the earth’s surface albedo, eventually 

compounding the processes associated with global warming.  

Globalization is the final topic I discussed in the assignment. Many businesses 

have sprawled out from their primary nations and have grown throughout the world. 

The world economy is increasingly becoming interdependent via international trade. 

Goods are traded beyond boundaries, people are more mobile than ever, knowledge is 

shared and spread, businesses grow at home and abroad, and international-level 

investments occur all the time. Unfortunately, poor countries are often left behind and 

often only used as sources for cheap labor. The developed world thrives, yet poor 

countries stay poor or become poorer.  
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Critique  

 Not only did I find typos upon reviewing the paper, I also found that there is 

very little mention of Sowell’s economics text. The paper would have been made 

stronger with a more balanced approach from the texts’ with respect to the topics I 

discussed: scarcity, externalities, and globalization. I wrote a bit on an assigned article 

that was required of the assignment. But a critique here is that there is not a very 

strong transition from the texts’ reviews to the article review. There is a notable break 

in the writing from one topic to another.  

I wrote a brief section on how the readings relate to my research interests at the 

time. A weakness here is that my ideas and comments contain no citations. I wrote 

from what I know, not from what I have read. And at that time, I had read quite a bit 

on catastrophe bonds. While the dialogue is sound, the discussion is weak from an 

research point-of-view.  

THE FUTURE 

Collaboration  

 My time at Texas Tech has reinforced my passion for collaborative learning 

and creation. Enrolling in ARCH 5501, the Advanced Architectural Design Studio, 

was the first time in nearly a year in which I was invited to work with other people 

with different experience levels and agendas. As the sole participant with an 

engineering background, I was able to bring a range of experience and perspective to 

the design process that my partners did not have. In return, my partners introduced me 
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to the proper design methodologies they had acquired through their own coursework 

and internships.  

 I was a participant in the Pinnacle Internship program at Risk Management 

Service’s headquarters in the summer of 2013. Here, I supported with the Model 

Product Management team with client response and support related to RMS’ U.S. 

flood and North Atlantic hurricane and storm surge models. It was my first 

employment opportunity in which I was able to use the skillset I have acquired as a 

graduate student at Texas Tech while also leveraging my past graduate education and 

professional experience as a structural engineer. It was a rewarding experience and is 

without a doubt the result of the growth I have experienced at Texas Tech.  

Conclusion 

The additional education and the new skills I have developed as a graduate 

student at Texas Tech have shaped me into a more inquisitive learner and a critical 

observer. My tenure at Texas Tech has greatly enhanced my knowledge of 

architecture, atmospheric science, and economics. I have also developed a skill in 

geography that I had not known prior to enrolling at the University. At the time of this 

writing, I have enrolled in courses that will build upon my skills in geographic 

information systems and sustainable design and construction. As a future member of 

the workforce, I aim to integrate the skills I have developed as a graduate student, and 

a multidisciplinary environment is one I aim to be part of in the future. 

 



Texas Tech University, Tomás Quintero, December 2013 
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The project scope consists of two distinct zones.  To the north is a large open space with one small habitable space, two large agricultural and 
industrial facilities.  Within this lot, however, we must concern ourselves with the environmental conditions, namely the presence of a flood 
plain that approximately bisects the lot in half.  Today,“Tent City” is located in this space, along with a decaying agricultural storage gin 
and a small multi-purpose building that services the few residents in “Tent City”.  

Where the northern portion has no complementary placement with respect to it’s location, we can see a distinct relationship between 
the southern portion of the site and the existing urbanscape.  The train track and loading depot adjacent the southern site complement 
the placement of the dilapidated structures found on the lot.  The decaying masonry building along with the largest cottonseed gins run 
parallel to the tracks.  A parallel arterial route exists between these structures, which are oriented in such a way so as to directly benefit 
from this “void”  or “path”.  Transportation through the site is established by this preexisting path.  The adjoining structures feed into this path 
and create a transitional language establishing a system of conveyances in an attempt to strengthen the relationship between the north and 
the southern site.  This organizational system will be superimposed onto the north site.
  

Site Analysis

Key Site Concepts

“This project aims to articulate a means of binding, by landscape, structure, and axes, two separate zones of 
interest so as to create a uniform architectural language by means of the existing industrial influences.”
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Site Keynotes

MAIN ARTERIAL ROUTE

RAISED PLATFORM

UPPER DECK ACCESS

AUXILIARY PARKING

Key Void Ideas
REHABILITATIVE PROGRAM -  A flood zone essentially bisects the lot in half, and to our benefit, the zone leads to the tree-lined creek leading 

into Mae Simmons Park in the east.  We want to provide a path that expresses these naturally occurring elements of the site.  A diagonal 

walkway, reminiscent to High Cotton Avenue in the south site, will guide pedestrians from the North end of the lot to the mouth of the park 

and creek as well as the administration hub due South.  

SUPPORTIVE COMMUNITY - High Cotton Avenue, the space between the existing structures parallel to the train tracks and the structures 

“opening” into this space, will serve as the primary conduit for activity on the site.  This diagonal path will serve two purposes: a point of 

interface between pedestrian and structure, and a means of access within the site.  Due to the incredible volume occupied by the existing 

cotton storage structures, we’d like to express the vertical space by incorporating an elevated portion to the High Cotton arterial.  This would 

allow for a comfortable, shaded hub along High Cotton Avenue, and this would allow for a mixed-use elevated platform for activities: music, 

dance, or art.   
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In keeping with the axes component of the concept design, the ‘in-between spaces’ for this project will 

emphasize the axes that are either being proposed or currently exist on site.  
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CONVEYANCES

Site Keynotes

MAIN ARTERIAL ROUTE

RAISED PLATFORM

UPPER DECK ACCESS

Key Conveyance Ideas
REHABILITATIVE PROGRAM: 
It is assumed that the vast majority of those living without homes will not have vehicles.  As such, parking in this site will be consolidated and 
primarily serve those individuals serving the administration portions of the rehabilitation program.  A small lot will be included at the 
northernmost structure to allow for drop-offs by either police or healthcare officials.  

SUPPORTIVE COMMUNITY:  
Parking will be located at the periphery of High Cotton Avenue and it’s associated structures.  The entrance located at 19th Street will be 
retained and a small parking lot will be developed.  Three new entrances and parking lots will be developed along Avenue A.  One of these 
will directly feed into High Cotton and the other will benefit both High Cotton and the future building that will serve as the local Black History 
Museum.  Because the parking established by these three lots will still fall short of the requirements set by the City of Lubbock, a large, single 
purpose parking lot will be developed on the block bordered by 16th and 17th Streets in the North and South, respectively and Avenues B 
and A in the West and East, respectively.  In keeping with the urban design ideology, a portion of these parking stalls will be designated as 
‘Compact’ to give precedence for smaller, fuel efficient vehicles.  In each of these parking lots, bike racks will be included to invite cyclists 
to enjoy the amenities of High Cotton.  
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In truly urban environments, personal vehicles are increasingly becoming liabilities instead of luxuries.  
For High Cotton, we aim to emphasize pedestrian accessibility over vehicular access.
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Texas Tech University, Tomás Quintero, December 2013 

CHAPTER III 

PUAD 5346 – THE SCIENCE AND POLICY OF CLIMATE 
CHANGE 

Sustainable Urban Design 
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Very!interesting!paper.!Your!examples!were!great,!and!the!overall!information!content!was!
extremely!high.!I!particularly!liked!the!Safeway!and!the!Vintage!Township!examples.!In!the!
future!I!would!recommend:!(1)!working!a!bit!harder!to!develop!the!connection!between!
green!building,!neighbourhood!design,!and!climate!change.!The!pieces!are!all!there,!but!
they!are!not!as!integrated!as!they!could!be.!(2)!removing!extraneous!information!to!
sharpen!the!focus!of!the!paper,!(3)!finding!some!better!graphics,!and!(4)!digging!a!bit!
deeper!into!the!literature!on!climate!change!and!green!design.!I!imagine!it!is!out!there,!but!
there!wasn’t!much!of!it!referenced!here.!Overall,!however,!great!job!!
!
Research!–!9.5/10!
Writing!–!9/10!
Total!–!93%!
!
Tom!Quintero!
PUAD!5348!!
12!December!2012!
Katharine!Hayhoe!

!
Sustainable!Urban!Design!

How!Designing!for!People!Simultaneously!Designs!for!Climate!
!
Urban&Design&

Wherever!you!find!yourself!–!your!kitchen,!a!movie!theatre,!or!the!dentist’s!office!–!
you! take! for! granted! the! incredible! detail! and! effort! it! took! to! bring! to! life! the! built!
environment! around! you.! ! Countless! design! codes! govern! how! the! urban! and! natural!
environment!around!us!is!shaped!and!developed.!!Building!codes,!zoning!codes,!plumbing!
codes!–!these!are!a!small!sample!of!the!literature!available!that!dictate!what!can!and!cannot!
be! done! to! ensure! safe,! habitable! dwellings! for! the! general! public,! and,! increasingly,! to!
ensure!that!the!natural!environment!is!sculpted!and!changed!in!a!responsible!manner.!!It!is!
these! policies! and! codes! and! the! disciplines! that! implement! their!measures! that! govern!
urban!planning!and!design.!!!

Urban! design! is! a! vague! idea! that! can! be! defined! in! several! ways.! ! At! its! most!
obvious,! urban! design! is! the! design! of! the! urban! environment.! ! Kevin! Lynch,! a! notable!
urban! theorist,! proposed! that! the! arrangement! of! an! urban! environment! is! made! up! of!
three!city!forms:!faith,!machine,!and!organism.!!City!of!Faith!refers!to!spiritual!meaning!in!
design,! which! you’d! find! in! Chinese! design! ideologies! (feng! shui,! for! example)! –! the!
orientation!of!objects!matters.!!City!of!Machine!refers!to!the!inclusion!of!sites!that!make!the!
city!work:! the!promotion!of! functional!entities! like! commerce,! living,! and!health.! !City!as!
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Organism! refers! to! the! flexibility! and! organic! nature! of! city! development! –! design! and!

development!is!dynamic,!not!static.! !Cities!did!not!come!to!be!all!at!once.! !They!exist!as!a!

series!of!layers!planned!and!laid!out!over!time!and!each!layer!reflects!different!influences!

such!as!architectural!stylings!or!growth!patterns.!!

Urban! design! is! place]making,! which! applies! to! the! entirety! of! the! built!

environment.! Imagine!for!a!moment!an!empty!room,!a!space.! !Adding!a!sofa,!coffee!table,!

and!bookcase! transforms! this! space! into! a! living! room.! !When!moving! into! a! house,! you!

erase! the! previous! owner’s! “place”! with! photos! of! your! own! family,! choose! art! pieces!

reflective!of!your!sensibility,!and!paint!the!walls!according!to!your!preferences.!!This!house,!

once!a!space,!becomes!your!place!in!the!process.!!Parks,!city!streets,!plazas!]!each!of!these!

components!come!together!to!promote!the!design!of!a!city!for!the!benefit!of!a!community.!!

Place]making!is!integral!to!community!design.!!Each!component!of!the!whole!community!is!

critical!and!each!component!should!be!well!thought!out.!!One!problem!that!arises!from!this!

is!that!much!of!the!design!in!communities!takes!place!in!a!piecemeal!fashion.! ! Immediate!

problems! or! short]term! needs! are! addressed;! an! increase! in! traffic! demands! the!

construction! of! extra! driving! lanes! in! a! highway,! for! example.! ! But! often,! the! complete!

picture!as!a!set!of!components!that!create!the!place!is! left!behind;!an!increase!in!vehicles!

creates!an!increase!in!noxious!emissions,!to!continue!with!the!previous!example.! !Holistic!

design! is! necessary! for! successful! community! design! –! all! actions! affect! all! levels! of! a!

community!today!and!tomorrow.!!!

Lastly,!urban!design!is!the!design!of!the!space!between!buildings.! !We!can!think!of!

this! as! the!design!of! interface,!where! the!public! realm! interacts!with! the!private.! ! Public!

elements!consist!of!streets!whereas!private!spaces!refer!to!buildings.!!Interface!is!the!space!

between!–!sidewalks,!plazas,!and!other!spaces!that!service!pedestrians.!!Street!grid!systems!

and!recreational!areas!can!also!be!put!into!this!ideology.!!!

Traditional! urban! design! focuses! on! addressing! small! fragments! of! the! city! and!

developing!a!solution!that!makes!these! fragments!work!together.! ! In!more!contemporary!

urban! theory,! these! ideas! are! expanded! to! define!what! a! city! should! be! and! does! so! by!

looking!at!the!relationship!of!parts!to!the!whole,! in!the! larger!network!of!the!city.! !Lynch!

observed!consistencies!of!elements!within!the!built!environment!in!his!work!Image!of!the!

City.! ! These! five! elements! are! identified! as! paths,! edges,! districts,! nodes,! and! landmarks.!!
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Each! element! plays! a! role! in! organizing! the! whole;! each! of! these! combine! to! create! a!

network!within!the!urban!environment!–!a!sense!of!structure!for!the!city!as!a!whole.!!!

! !!

Climate&Change&Issues&

& “The!transformation!of!natural! landscapes! into!complex!3D!cities!can!dramatically!

alter!the!local!and!regional!climate”!(Coutts,!et!al,!2010).!!In!the!urban!environment,!several!

aspects! of! climate! change! affect! the! design! and! comfort! of! a! community! [list! them!here,!

then! talk! about! each! one! individually[.! ! First,! intense! greenhouse! gas! emissions! can! be!

located! in!urban!communities.! ! Industry,!vehicle!use,!air!conditioning!–!an!overwhelming!

amount! of! machinery! emit! compounds! that! become! trapped! in! the! atmosphere.! ! These!

compounds,!including!methane!and!carbon!dioxide,!are!heat]trapping!gases!that!remain!for!

decades!to!centuries!in!the!atmosphere,!causing!the!earth!to!warm.!!
 

!
The!energy!balance!of!the!Earth,!Asimakopoulos,!et!al.!

!

Second,!!“The!urban!heat!island!(UHI)!phenomenon!is!where!urban!areas!become!warmer!

than! the! surrounding! rural! countryside,! often! by! several! degrees! and! is! considered! a!

detrimental! impact! in!many! cities! as! elevated! temperatures! can! be! dangerous! for! some!

urban!dwellers.!!!The!UHI!is!largely!a!night]time!occurrence!driven!by!heat!that!is!trapped!

and!stored!in!the!urban!landscape!during!the!day!and!then!slowly!released!at!night,!while!

rural!areas!cool!uninhibited”!(Coutts,!et!al,!2010).!!!

! The! urban! heat! island! effect! is! something! to! consider! in! climate! change! because! it!

exacerbates! extreme!heat! events.! !Below! is! a!profile!of! temperatures! in! several!different!
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ecosystems:!urban,!suburban,!rural,!etc.! !There!have!been!documented!studies! that!show!

that!temperatures!in!a!city!are!far!higher!than!in!rural!areas.!!This!is!primarily!due!to!land!

surface!cover.!!Trees!and!grasses!absorb!and!transpire!a!great!deal!of!heat!during!the!day.!!

When!there!is!an!absence!of!greenery,!the!cooling!that!would!be!expected!to!occur!during!

the! nighttime,! in! the! earth’s! diurnal! cycle,! does! not! occur! efficiently! in! an! urban!

environment.!!!

!
Sketch!of!an!Urban!HeatJIsland!Profile,!Asimakopoulos,!et!al.!

!

! Studies!have!shown!that!simply!adding!some!sort!of!foliage!adjacent!to!structures!in!

Sacramento!and!Phoenix!resulted! in!decreased!air!temperatures!around!these!structures.!!

Computer!simulations,!shown!below,!illustrate!these!results.!!!

!

! ! !
Temperature!reductions!in!Sacramento!and!Phoenix!due!to!added!tree!cover!on!a!typical!July!day,!

Asimakopoulos,!et!al.!

!

! Third,!cities!also!affect!local!wind!speeds!and!cooling!ability.!The!heat!that!the!earth!
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receives! from! the! sun! is! the! primary!means! of!wind! generation! on! earth.! ! At! dawn,! the!

terrain! is!at! its! coolest.! !As! the! sun!rises,! the!ground!warms!and! fluid!eddies!are! formed!

over!the!course!of!the!day!–!where!warm!air!below!mixes!with!the!cooler!air!above.! !The!

vertical! distance! that! these! eddies! cover! is! considered! the! atmospheric! boundary! layer.!!

The!urban!environment!is!also!high!in!friction.!!As!such,!wind!speeds!in!urban!cores!tend!to!

be!relatively!low!compared!to!coastlines!or!prairies.!!Because!urban!areas!do!not!cool!to!the!

degree!that!grasslands!do!and!the!urban!terrain!is!rough!in!comparison!to!open!sea,!heat!

dissipation!in!cities!is!crippled.!!!

!

!
Sketch!of!the!Wind!Profile,!National!Research!Council!Canada,!!

http://archive.nrcJcnrc.gc.ca/obj/irc/images/cbd/028f01e.gif!!

This! transition!seems!a!bit!abrupt.!What! is! the!connection!between!how!cities!alter! their!

environment!and!green!design!standards?!!

Guides&in&Green&Design&

! Green,! sustainable! design! seeks! to! address! a! portion! of! the! factors! associated!with!

climate!change.! !“In!1998,!the!U.S.!Green!Building!Council,!a!nonprofit!trade!organization,!

introduced! a! building]certification! program! called! Leadership! in! Energy! and!

Environmental!Design,!or!LEED,!which!was! intended!to!encourage!developers,!architects,!

builders,! and! others! to! adopt! environmentally! responsible! building! practices”! (Owen,! p.!

221).! ! The! Council’s! mission! is! “to! transform! the! way! buildings! and! communities! are!

designed,! built! and! operated,! enabling! an! environmentally! and! socially! responsible,!

healthy,!and!prosperous!environment!that!improves!the!quality!of!life”!(U.S.!Green!Building!
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Council,!“About!USGBC”).!!The!USGBC’s!services!include!LEED!credentialing,!green!building!

advocacy,!professional!accreditation,!education,!and!professional!and!interest!networking.!!

According! to!USGBC’s!website,! green!building!efficiency!can!meet!85%!of! future!demand!

for! energy! in! the! U.S.! and! green! building! has! the! potential! to! create! approximately! 2.5!

million!jobs.!!!

! “The! green! building!movement! offers! an! unprecedented! opportunity! to! respond! to!

the!most!important!challenges!of!out!time,!including!global!climate!change,!dependence!on!

nonsustainable!and!expensive!sources!of!energy,!and!threats!to!human!health”!(LEED!2009!

for! Neighborhood! Development! Rating! System,! p! i).! ! There! are! many! flavors! of! green]

focused! building! design:! Interior! Design! and! Construction,! Home! Design,! Building!

Operations! and! Maintenance,! Neighborhood! Development,! and! Building! Design! and!

Construction.!

!
Efficient! lighting! systems!cut!down!on!energy!use.! !Green! roofs! (literally!green)!mitigate!

the!urban!heat!island!effect!and!insulate!structures.!!Smart!framing!cuts!down!on!wasteful!

building! timber!materials.! ! ! Smart! temperature!controls,!much! like!efficient! lighting,! also!

reduce!energy!consumption!for!a!structure.!!Methods!like!these!are!in!some!way!included!

in!LEED]certification!checklists.!!!

! LEED!certification! is!not!without! its! faults,!however.! !While! there!are! statistics! that!

indicate!a!notable!increase!in!property!value!of!LEED]certified!structures!(Dermisi,!2009),!

there! have! been! many! instances! of! developers! “green! washing”! their! projects! as! a!

marketing! ploy.! ! In! Green! Metropolis,! David! Owen! cites! one! such! example! when! he!

discusses! The! Rocky!Mountain! Institute! in! Snowmass,! CO.! ! In! response! to! the! changing!

ideologies! of! what! is! perceived! as! ‘green! design’,! LEED! guidelines! are! continuously!

evolving.!!Where!early!LEED!projects!focused!on!creating!a!self]sustaining!structure,!LEED]

Neighborhood!Development!(LEED]ND)!guidelines!address!new,!sustainable!design!at!the!

street! level!–! increased!walkability!and!community!development,!both!elements!of!urban!

design.!!!

! The! Congress! for! the!New!Urbanism! (CNU)! is! an! entity! that! focuses! exclusively! on!
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community! development.! Its! goal! is! to! focus! on! community! building! by! reducing! urban!

sprawl! and! reducing! vehicle! traffic! in! urban! communities.! The! best! way! to! summarize!

CNU’s!principles!can!be!found!in!the!charter:!]!!

“We! advocate! the! restructuring! of! public! policy! and! development! practices! to!

support! the! following! principles:! neighborhoods! should! be! diverse! in! use! and!

population;!communities!should!be!designed!for!the!pedestrian!and!transit!as!well!

as!the!car;!cities!and!towns!should!be!shaped!by!physically!defined!and!universally!

accessible!public!spaces!and!community!institutions;!urban!places!should!be!framed!

by!architecture!and! landscape!design! that!celebrate! local!history,! climate,!ecology,!

and! building! practice”! (Congress! for! the! New! Urbanism,! Charter! of! the! New!

Urbanism).!
!

CNU!made!significant!contributions!to!the!development!of!the!LEED]ND!guidelines.!!!

!

LEED&Design&Examples&

! Designed!and!built!prior!to!the!Winter!Olympics,!the!Vancouver!Convention!Centre!

represents!a!well]planned!sustainable!building!design.!!!The!structure!acquired!LEED!–!

Platinum!status!upon!completion.!!The!Centre’s!roof!consists!of!approximately!six!acres!of!

soil!and!vegetation.!!This!serves!as!a!mitigation!measure!against!the!urban!heat!island!

effect!and!also!insulates!the!structure.!!The!pier!foundation!was!desgined!in!such!a!way!so!

as!to!promote!sea!life!beneath.!!Wastewater!treatment!is!handled!on]site!and!seawater!is!

used!to!heat!and!cool!the!building.!!In!addition,!its!proximity!to!the!street!(and!Canada!

Place)!allows!quick!access!to!public!transit!in!the!north!end!of!Vancouver.!!!

!

!

!

! ! ! ! !

!

!

!

Plan!View!of!Convention!Centre!Site,!Google!Maps! ! ! Photo!by!www.dexigner.com!

!

! Texas!Tech!University’s!Rawls!College!of!Business!Administration! is,! in!my!opinion,!

Katharine Hayhoe� 12/16/12 9:34 PM
Deleted: ’
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an!example!of!an!under]developed!LEED!design.!!!The!building!acquired!a!LEED]Gold!rating!
upon! completion.! ! Features! such! as! recycled! floors! and! countertops,! drought]tolerant!
landscaping,!and!formaldehyde]free!timber!products!can!be!found!in!the!structure.!!Water!
efficiency! was! the! primary! goal! for! LEED! accreditation,! which! is! fitting! considering! the!
climate!of!West!Texas.!!!
! My! criticism! of! the! project! can! be! found! in! the! interface! component! of! the! site.! ! I!
would! argue! that! Texas! Tech,! like! most! universities,! should! be! considered! an! urban!
environment;! students! walk! or! cycle! from! class! to! class,! building! to! building.! ! When!
considering!an!urban!environment,!you!can!define!two!distinct!areas!that!people! interact!
with!–!the!public!and!the!private.!!As!mentioned!previously,!the!space!between!is!interface;!
it! is!the!zone!between!public!and!private.! !Interface!refers!to!the!sidewalks!or!plazas!that!
are! located! in! such!a!way!so!as! to! separate! the!private! space! from! the!public.! !At!Rawls,!
there! exists! a! sort! of! gulf! of! parking! spaces! that! separates! the! transit! route! from! the!
building’s!entrance.!!Students!(pedestrians)!need!to!make!a!short!trek!past!the!parking!lot!]!
a!suburban!design!aesthetic.!!!Because!the!College!of!Business’!site!still!favors!fossil]fueled!
vehicles!over!public!transportation,!its!green!aspirations!can!be!considered!superficial.!!!
!
!
!
!
!
! ! !

Plan!View!of!Rawls!College!of!Business!Site,!Google!Maps! ! Photo!by!http://www.teamJpsc.com/!

!
Admiral&Safeway&

! In!mid]2009,! just! as! I!was! starting! to! study! for!my!professional! licensing!exam,!my!
firm! won! the! bid! to! design! a! new,! flagship! store! for! Safeway,! Inc.! ! At! the! time,! I! was!
dreading! the!new!workload! that! I!would!have! to! endure!and!was!much! too!preoccupied!
with!re]learning!aspects!of!civil!engineering!I!had!long!forgotten.!!But!in!a!couple!months’!
time,!after! the!exam,! I!was!able! to!give! the!Safeway!project!my!full!attention.! ! It!changed!
me;!it!challenged!my!engineering!skills!to!a!degree!I!had!not!yet!experienced!and!it!was!my!

Katharine Hayhoe� 12/16/12 9:37 PM
Deleted: ’

Katharine Hayhoe� 12/16/12 9:37 PM
Comment [11]: How!does!this!potentially!
mitigate!the!impacts!of!climate!on!an!urban!
location?!Need!a!bit!more!information!to!fit!
this!into!the!overall!theme!
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first!experience!with!community]focused!urban!design.!!!

!
Plan!View!of!Admiral!Safeway!Site,!Google!Maps!

!

! Located!near!the!intersection!of!Admiral!Way!and!California!Avenue,!the!new!Safeway!
would!replace!an!aging!Safeway!store,!and! this!new!store!would! incorporate!many! ideas!
that! cater! to! the! new,! modern! needs! of! the! Admiral! Junction! neighborhood! of! Seattle,!
Washington.!!Insofar!as!I!know,!the!aesthetic!was!completely!new!for!Safeway!and!remains!
completely!different!from!nearly!every!other!grocery!store!in!the!Seattle!Area.!Where!the!
old! store! fit! the! aesthetic! of! all! suburban! retail! outlets,! that! is! –! solid,! big! box! store! and!
large!parking!lot,!this!new!store!would!accommodate!the!large!volume!of!foot!traffic!along!
California!Avenue.!!Entrances!into!the!building!have!been!positioned!along!the!street,!not!a!
parking!lot.!!In!fact,!the!parking!component!to!the!retail!space!has!been!de]emphasized!and!
has! been! hidden! from! pedestrian! view! ]! the! roof! is! the! parking! lot! (and!was! incredibly!
difficult!to!design)!!!The!portion!of!the!building!found!along!California!Avenue!is!nearly!all!
window! glazing,! allowing! people! to! peer! into! the! bakery,! produce,! gelato! shop,! and!
Starbucks!café!inside!the!Safeway.!!Where!solid!walls!are!required!(this!is!a!highly!seismic!
zone! afterall),! trellises! have! been! applied! to! allow! for! vines! to! grow.! ! These! vines,! once!
grown,!will!soften!the!inorganic!structure!and!help!cool!the!structure.!!!!
!

!
Before:!West!Elevation!of!Admiral!Safeway,!Bing!Maps!

!
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!
After:!Southwest!Elevation!of!Admiral!Safeway,!Personal!Photo!

!

! Modern! urban! design! demands! that! developers! and! architects! not! create! solid,!
impermeable!walls! adjacent! sidewalks.! ! Instead,! storefronts! are!encouraged! to! invite! the!
pedestrian’s! eye! to! the!wares!within.! ! This! obviously! benefits! the! economy! and! has! the!
added!bonus!of! creating! a!pleasant!walking! experience! for! the!person.! ! Local! people! are!
less! likely!to!drive!to!such!a!space!too,!as!the!pleasant!atmosphere!offered!by!storefronts!
makes!walking! appear!more!worthwhile.! ! In! addition,! solid! concrete! and!masonry!walls!
absorb! heat! through! the! day.! ! This! contributes! to! the! heat! island! effect! that! is! found! in!
urban! cores.! ! Windowed! storefronts! allow! natural! light! into! the! space! and! eliminate! a!
significant!portion!of!heat!that!is!absorbed!onto!the!surface!of!a!building.!!!
!
The&Mueller&Neighborhood! &

! Contemporary! planning! is! increasingly! adopting! a! more! sustainable! way! of!
developing!land!–!seeking!out!ways!to!reuse!sites!where!buildings!currently!exist!or!once!
existed.!!And!projections!tell!us!that!we!will!reuse!sites!more!than!we!will!create!new!use!of!
land!in!the!coming!years.!!“The!most!sustainable!building!is!one!that!already!exists.”!!This!is!
the! argument! proposed! by! preservationists!with! regard! to! historic! structures.! ! And! to! a!
great!degree,! they!are! correct.! !When! rehabilitating!or! retrofitting!an!existing!building,! a!
great!deal!of!a!project,!such!as!the!gravity!and!lateral!support!systems!of!the!structure,!has!
already!been!designed! and!built.! ! Infrastructure! such! as! sewage/plumbing!pipelines! and!
electrical!services!from!the!local!jurisdiction!have!already!been!routed!to!the!building!site.!!
In!addition,!paths!have!already!been!provided!to!the!site!that!will!bring!people,!goods,!and!
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services!to!the!building’s!tenants.!!!

!
Plan!View!of!Mueller!Development,!Google!Maps!

!

! Impressive! urban! design! is! by! no! means! exclusive! to! the! Northwest;! a! brilliant,!

innovative! development! is! being! constructed! in! Austin! as! I! write! this.! ! Guided! by! the!

principles!of!New!Urbanism!and!incorporating!the!guidelines!of!LEED!building!design,!the!

Mueller!neighborhood!development!in!Austin,!TX!seeks!to!offer!earth]friendly!architecture,!

energy!conservation,!accessibility,!and!historic!preservation.! !The!vision,!according!to!the!

developers,! is! to! “create! a! district! that! would! be! a! model! for! responsible! urban!

development! –! an! alternative! to! land]consumptive! and! automobile]dependent!

development!patterns!throughout!the!region!that!could!influence!the!form!and!pattern!of!

growth!within!Austin”!(Catellus,!“Overview”).!!The!residential!units!are!all!LEED]certified;!

the! orientation! and! placement! of! residential! units! and! commercial! units! followed! New!

Urbanism!principles.!!Less!than!50%!of!the!development!has!been!completed,!but!already!it!

is! easy! to! see! patterns! of! pedestrian]friendly! streets,! and! bike! and! jogging! paths.! ! The!

layout!of! the!development!also!reflects! future!plans! to!develop!a! light!rail! system!for! the!

Austin!area.!!!
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!
Proposed!Layout!of!Mueller!Neighborhood,!Catellus!

!

Conclusion& &

! Sustainable! urban! design! should! not! be! thought! of! as! a! panacea! to! address! the!
increasing! volume! of! atmospheric! carbon! dioxide,!methane,! and! ozone,! but! smart! urban!
planning!has!the!potential!to!influence!citizens!to!live!a!less!wasteful!lifestyle!and!allow!for!
a!notable!reduction!in!emissions.!!
! There! exists! opposition! to! green! development.! ! Developers,! for! example,! may! find!
building!codes!restrictive;!on!the!other!hand,!architects,!engineers,!and!planners!may!find!
new!sources!of!creativity!within! these!restrictions.! ! It! can!be!argued! that!green!design! is!
also! too! costly;! in! fact,! green! development! opens! up! a! variety! of! issues! in! the! realm! of!
economics.!!!

Developers! may! be! keen! on! seeking! out! sustainable! design! as! a! basis! for! their!
projects.! Businesses! seeking! to! increase! their! profile! as! an! environmentally! friendly!
business!will!continue!to!seek!out!spaces!with!sustainable!components.!!!As!such,!because!
there! is! arguably! a! lack! of! green! structures! in! America,! one! can! argue! that! scarcity! is!
playing!a!role!in!the!development!and!management!of!green!design.!!Scarcity!not!only!plays!
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a!role!in!how!a!business!is!represented,!it!also!allows!developers!to!charge!high!prices!for!

leasing!space!in!a!green,!sustainable!ecosystem.!!

Harford! sets! up! an! example! of! economic! scarcity! using! agriculture.! ! Fertile!

meadowlands!will!readily!grow!crops!while!grasslands!and!scrub!are!less!likely!to!develop!

into! croplands.! ! Suppose! one! person! owns! a! vast! expanse! of!meadowlands.! ! As! settlers!

enter!and!develop!the!land,!leasing!parcels!of!this!land!from!the!owner,!the!owner!has!no!

bargaining!power.!!There’s!enough!land!for!everyone,!and!the!owner!would!likely!charge!a!

low!rent!for!this!land.!!Harford!says,!“Bargaining!strength!comes!through!scarcity:!settlers!

are!scarce!and!meadows!are!not,!so! landlords!have!no!bargaining!power”!(Harford,!p.!9).!!

But!as!the!land!eventually!becomes!saturated!with!development,!and!new!settlers!eagerly!

want!to!occupy!and!develop!upon!the!fertile!land,!his!power!increases.!!New!settlers!would!

offer! higher! rent! payments! to! the! owner! in! an! effort! to! have! an! existing! tenant! forcibly!

moved!off! the!meadowland.! !The!excited! interest! that!evolves! for! the!meadow!will!allow!

the!owner!to!charge!higher!rent!for!the!land,!thereby!increasing!his!power!and!the!land’s!

worth.!!!!

Now! for!a!moment,! let’s! imagine! that!Person!A! incorporates!a! green!element! into!

their!residence.!!This!can!be!a!variety!of!rather!simple!improvements!such!as!the!addition!

of!solar!panels!on!the!roof!or!retrofitting!old,!inefficient!windows!with!triple]paned,!energy!

efficient! windows.! ! If! this! particular! homeowner! sees! positive! payoff! for! implementing!

these!measure!–!say!his!property!value!increases!by!10%,!a!neighbor!may!find!incentive!to!

do!the!same!thing.!!This!triggers!the!introduction!of!game!theory!into!the!development!of!a!

sustainable!urban!environment.!!“A!game,!to!a!game!theorist,!is!any!activity!in!which!your!

prediction! of! what! another! person! will! do! affects! what! you! decide! to! do.! Such! games!

include!poker,! nuclear!war,! love,! or! bidding! for! thin! air! in! an! auction”! (Harford,! p.! 156).!!

Each!homeowner!will!have!been!given!a!reason!to! ‘keep!up!with!the! Joneses”.! !While!the!

individual!may!see!a!financial!payoff,!the!community!as!a!whole!may!experience!a!positive!

payoff! itself! –! energy! sources! may! have! decreased! strain! to! keep! up! with! demand,! as!

homeowners!will!have!implemented!efficient!measures!at!the!end!of!the!chain.!!Indirectly,!

or!directly!depending!on!how!you!see!it,!this!is!a!positive!mitigation!measure!responding!to!

climate!change.!!!
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Sustainability! is! not! an! ideology! exclusive! to! the! United! States.! ! In! many! ways,!

America! is! behind! other! trends! in! Europe.! ! Copenhagen,! for! example,! has! developed! a!

formidable! cycling! system! in! its! urban! streets.! ! The! Netherlands! powers! a! significant!

amount!of!its!energy!systems!though!wind]powered!resources.!!The!exchange!of!ideas!and!

products!is!integral!for!the!development!of!a!new,!green!urban!system!and!this!is!available!

because! of! globalization.! ! Globalization! is! increasingly! becoming! a! given! in! the! domestic!

and! global! economy,! and! technology! has! arguably! been! the! prime! mover! in! the!

development!of! a! globalized!economy.! ! “Today,!with!a! computer,! an! Internet! connection,!

and! a! little! know]how,! individuals! and! companies! in! the! remotest! ends! of! he! earth! can!

compete!and!collaborate!globally”!(Siems,!et!al.,!2006).!!

! In! conclusion,! I! found! that! Owen! best! summarizes! the! need! for! responsible!

urbanization! with! the! following! statement! ]! “Globally,! we! must! find! ways! to! use! the!

accelerating!urbanization!of!the!human!race!as!a!tool!for!easing!environmental!catastrophe!

rather!than!allowing!it!to!become!an!amplifier!of!our!many!current!problems.”!(Owen,!pp.!

322]323).!!

!
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[Quick&Critique&–&The&Vintage&Township,&Lubbock,&TX]&

Based!on!a!cursory!review!of!the!Vintage!Township’s!website,!I!think!it!would!be!easiest!to!

list!pros!and!cons!for!the!development.!

Pros:!!

] New!Urbanism!focuses!on!pedestrian]friendly!development!and,!in!terms!of!leisure!

and! recreation,! I! quite! like! the! Township’s! residential! plan! and! layout.! ! There!

appears!to!be!ample!green!spaces!for!the!residents.!!

] There!are!plans,!graphically!at!least,!to!develop!a!commercial!component!to!the!site.!!

This!would!add!a!sustainability!portion!to!the!neighborhood!as!one!could! live!and!

work!within!the!same!community.!!!

Cons:!!

] Madewell!Homes!appears!to!be!a!developer!exclusive!to!the!Township’s!residential!

design.! ! As! such,! the! homes! appear! to! be! too! similar! in! design.! ! (In! contrast,! the!

Mueller! Neighborhood! allows! five! different! architects/designers! access! to! the!

residential!development.)!

] The!Township!only!offers!single]family!residences.!!Multi]family!units!(apartments,!

condominiums,! townhouses,! etc.)! would! allow! for! aesthetic! diversity! in! the!

community.!!!

] New!Urbanism!focuses!on!eliminating!urban!sprawl.!!This!development!is!nowhere!

near!central!Lubbock.!!As!such,!you’d!be!at!a!disadvantage!to!live!here!and!work!in!

the!City.!!I!haven’t!reviewed!the!CitiBus!route!maps,!but!I!doubt!this!neighborhood!

receives!any!bus!service!to!Lubbock!proper.!!!

] There! is! no! retail! component! to! the!plan;! the!website! says! that! the! community! is!

located!within!three!miles!from!the!mall!(a!primary!retail!location!in!Lubbock).!!See!

above.!!!

] There!is!no!mention!of!sustainability.!!Absent!from!the!conversation!is!any!mention!

of!bike!lanes,!public!transit!accessibility,!efficient!home!design,!etc.!!!

] There!is!no!plan!for!diversity,!literally!and!socially.! !The!commercial!component!of!

the! plan! is! vague.! ! Where! the! Mueller! development! plans! to! portion! 25%! of! the!

residential!units! to! low]income!individuals,! the!Vintage!Township! is!exclusive!to!a!

different!social!class!entirely.!!!

Katharine Hayhoe� 12/16/12 9:36 PM
Comment [12]: Great!–!thank!you!!You!
might!want!to!go!visit!it!yourself!just!out!of!
interest.!
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Reading(Synthesis(

Coming! to! the! realization! that! everything! around! you! has! been! governed! by!

economics!can!be!quite!a!startle.! !The!price!of!the!coffee!you!drink;!the!monthly!rent!you!

pay;! the!MacBook!Air! that’s! composed! this! paper! –! the! costs! for! each! of! these! has! been!

meticulously! thought!out!and! is! a! function!of!many!different! factors.! ! In!The!Undercover!

Economist,! Tim! Harford! makes! great! effort! to! define! a! variety! of! specific! ideas! in!

economics.!!The!complex!ideas!are!distilled!into!a!simple!language!via!a!series!of!vignettes,!

either!from!his!own!life!or!from!a!historical!setting,!to!guide!the!reader!in!such!a!way!that!

complex!ideas!become!palatable.!!In!contrast,!Basic!Economics:!A!Common!Sense!Guide!to!

the!Economy,!by!Thomas!Sowell,!approaches!economic!studies!in!a!formal,!textbook!style!

discussion.!!In!defining!‘economics’!Sowell!writes,!“economics!studies!the!consequences!of!

decisions! that! are!made!about! the!use!of! land,! labor,! capital! and!other! resources! that! go!

into! producing! the! volume! of! output! which! determines! a! country’s! standard! of! living”!

(Sowell,!p.!3).!!In!the!broadest!sense,!economics!seeks!to!identify!and!understand!who!gets!

what!and!why.!

He! begins! with! a! discussion! of! scarcity,! moves! on! to! unique! and! group! price!

targeting,! reviews! the!market! system,! and! then!explores!externalities! in!economics.! !The!

next! section! of! the! text! begins!with! a! discussion! on! asymmetric! information! and! how! it!

affects!perfect!markets,!explores!the!stock!market!and!how!rational/irrational!choices!play!

a!role!in!its!performance,!and!then!moves!on!to!game!theory.! !The!last!portion!of!the!text!

focuses!on! international! issues!–! specifically!why!poor!countries! like!Cameroon!are!poor!

(and!remain!poor),!the!effect!of!globalization!between!economies,!and!then!there!is!a!great!

deal!of!discussion!on!how!a!poor!country!(China,!in!this!case)!developed!an!economy!that!



grew!in!leaps!and!bounds!in!the!span!of!just!a!few!decades.!!!For!the!sake!of!brevity,!three!

of! the! concepts! explored! by! Harford! will! be! reviewed! here.! ! These! ideas! are! scarcity,!

externalities,!and!globalization.!!!

Harford! sets! up! an! example! using! agriculture! to! illustrate! the! idea! of! economic!

scarcity.!!Fertile!meadowlands!will!readily!grow!crops!while!grasslands!and!scrub!are!less!

likely! to! develop! into! croplands.! ! Suppose! one! person! owns! a! vast! expanse! of!

meadowlands.!!As!settlers!enter!and!develop!the!land,!leasing!parcels!of!this!land!from!the!

owner,! the! owner! has! no! bargaining! power.! ! There’s! enough! land! for! everyone,! and! the!

owner! would! likely! charge! a! low! rent! for! this! land.! ! Harford! says,! “Bargaining! strength!

comes! through! scarcity:! settlers! are! scarce! and!meadows! are! not,! so! landlords! have! no!

bargaining! power”! (Harford,! p.! 9).! ! But! as! the! land! eventually! becomes! saturated! with!

development,!and!new!settlers!eagerly!want!to!occupy!and!develop!upon!the! fertile! land,!

his!power! increases.! !New! settlers!would!offer!higher! rent!payments! to! the!owner! in! an!

effort!to!have!an!existing!tenant!forcibly!moved!off!the!meadowland.!!The!excited!interest!

that! evolves! for! the! meadow! will! allow! the! owner! to! charge! higher! rent! for! the! land,!

thereby!increasing!his!power!and!the!land’s!worth.!!!!

Where!Harford! is!willing! to! define! scarcity! in! the! form!of! a! story,! Thomas! Sowell!

defines! scarcity! in! a! very! different! manner.! ! Sowell! offers! a! more! formal! definition! of!

scarcity:!`!!!!

“Scarcity!means! that!everyone’s!desires!cannot!be!satisfied!completely…!therefore!
competition!among!people!for![resources]!is! inherent.! It! is!not!a!question!whether!
we! like! or! dislike! competition.! Scarcity!means! that!we! do! not! have! the! option! to!
choose!whether! or! not! to! have! an! economy! in!which!people! compete.! That! is! the!
only!kind!of!economy!that!is!possible—and!our!only!choice!is!among!the!particular!
methods!that!can!be!used!for!that!competition”!(Sowell,!p!79).!!



This! applies! to! the! meadowland! example! mentioned! above,! and! it! also! applies! to! rent!

prices!in!cities!like!San!Francisco!or!New!York!City!where!demand!for!housing!is!high!but!

availability!of!housing!is!low.!!The!best!indicator!of!scarcity!power!is!high!profits.!!!!

! Another!example!that!helps!define!scarcity!is!Harford’s!discussion!of!coffee!shops!in!

specific!locations!in!London!and!Washington!DC.!!Because!prime!locations!are!scarce,!such!

as!the!entrance!to!a!metro/underground!station,!tenants!(in!this!case!coffee!shop!owners)!

are!forced!to!pay!very!high!rents!to!take!advantage!of!the!high`volume!foot!traffic!exclusive!

to!that!area.!!The!cost!of!beverages!in!these!locations!will!be!notably!higher!than!a!similar!

location! say! two! blocks! away.! ! But! because! the! consumer! is! likely! in! a! rush! and/or!

unwilling!to!take!the!time!to!walk!to!a!different!location,!he!or!she!will!pay!the!convenience!

“tax”! applied! to! the! beverages! at! the! easiest! location! –! in! this! case! the! shop! in! the! train!

terminal.!!!

! A!discussion!of!externalities!–!what!they!are,!how!they!come!about!–!makes!up!an!

additional!topic!mentioned!in!The!Undercover!Economist.! !Externalities!are!mentioned!in!

this!paper!because!the!idea!directly!relates!to!the!burgeoning!field!of!wind!energy,!which!

will!be!mentioned! later.! !Harford!hints! that!consumers!do!not!pay! the!real!cost!of!goods.!!

Certain!products!have!side!effects!that!affect!bystanders.!!To!better!illustrate!this!concept,!

Harford! crafts! an! example! by! exploring! issues! associated! with! urban! traffic.! ! Harford!

argues! that!cars,! individually,!do!not!pose!a!problem!to! the!general!public.! ! It! is!car! trips!

that! produce! problems.! ! Travelling! vehicles,! or! trips! in! this! case,! create! traffic,! release!

atmospheric! pollutants,! create! noise! pollution,! and! cause! accidents.! ! These! are! “costs”!

associated!with!the!presence!of!cars.! !There!is!a!common!practice!in!European!nations!to!

add!a!tax!onto!gasoline!and!driving!licenses!that!help!compensate!for!externality.!!“The!idea!



of! an! externality! charge! is! not! to! discourage! everyone! from! doing! anything! that! might!

inconvenience! anyone!else;! it! is! to! get! them! to! take! into! account! the! inconvenience! they!

cause! to! others”! (Harford,! p.! 86).! ! And! these! charges! need! to! “strike! the! right! balance!

between!pleasure!and!trouble”!(Harford!p.!86).!!Perfect!markets!can!deliver,!or!account!for!

rather,!balanced!prices!for!externalities!in!the!world.!!Harford!says,!“perfect!markets!allow!

us! to! feel! free! to! do! things! that! we! enjoy! only! if! our! enjoyment! outweighs! the! trouble!

caused! to! make! it! all! possible”! (Harford,! p.86).! ! Accounting! for! externalities! usually!

involves! some!sort!of! governmental!policy!applications,!which! leads! to! concern! from! the!

general!public.!!!

! I! believe! that! the! idea! of! externalities! has! most! likely! had! an! effect! on! the!

development!of!sustainable!wind!energy!in!America.!!Wind!turbines!tend!to!be!located!on!a!

significant!portion!of!agricultural!regions! in!West!and!South!Texas.! !While!their!presence!

alone!may!not! cause! a! threat! directly,! their! indirect! presence! can! cause!potential! issues.!!

First,! the! land! a! turbine! occupies! subtracts! from! the! available! fertile! land! used! by! a!

landowner!for!agricultural!production.!!The!landowner,!of!course,!is!compensated!for!his!or!

her!loss!of!land,!but!over!time!these!costs!may!not!be!enough!to!account!for!a!loss!of!crop!

yields.!!Secondly,!turbines!have!a!tendency!to!create!a!notable!hum!`!noise!pollution.!!!While!

this!may!or!may!not!affect!a!landowner,!it!may!affect!the!fauna!that!inhabit!a!parcel!of!land.!!

And! thirdly,!because! turbines! tend! to!be! located! in!hard`to`reach!portions!of!agricultural!

plots!of!land,!the!paths!leading!to!them!are!likely!unpaved!roads.!!Traffic!on!these!roads!can!

lead!to!unnecessary!land!erosion!from!maintenance!personnel.!!As!with!any!advancement,!

there!are!many!unknown!costs!associated!with!the!growth!and!development!of!a!business.!!!



! One! of! the! final! topics! discussed! in! The! Undercover! Economist! is! globalization.!!

Through!the!years,!it’s!become!increasingly!easier!to!locate!familiar,!common!businesses!in!

all!parts!of!the!world.!!Starbucks,!Microsoft,!Apple,!and!McDonalds!–!each!company!began!

as!a!small!business!and!as!each!company!has!grown!they!have!sprawled!out!throughout!the!

world.!!“The!whole!world!seems!to!have!become!one!seething!mass!of!internationalization.!

The! commerce! [occurring! among]! foreign! lands…! now! appears! ubiquitous”! (Harford,! p.!

203).! ! You! are! just! as! likely! to! find! a! Starbucks! on! an! urban! street! corner! in!Madrid! or!

Melbourne! as! you! are! in! Seattle! `! it’s! headquarters.! ! It!was! not! always! this!way! though.!!

Sowell!makes!the!following!comment!on!globalization:!`!!

“…!the!buzzword!‘globalization’!has!been!coined!to!describe!the!growing!importance!

of! international! trade! and! global! economic! interdependence,! many! tend! to! see!

international! trade! and! international! financial! transactions! as! something! new—

allowing! both! special! interests! and! ideologues! to! play! on! the! public’s! fear! of! the!

unknown.!However,!the!term!‘globalization’!also!covers!more!than!simple!free!trade!

among! nations.! It! includes! institutional! rules! governing! the! reduction! of! trade!

barriers!and!the!movements!of!money”!(Sowell,!p.551).!!!

!

!

Harford!describes!globalization!as!the!product!of!five!factors.!!These!are!the!trade!of!goods!

and! services,! the! migration! of! people,! the! exchange! of! tech! knowledge,! the! growth! and!

construction!of!factories!and!companies!abroad,!and!cross`border!investments!in!financial!

assets! such! as! shares! and! bonds.! ! A! significant! downside! to! globalization! is! that! rich!

countries!trade!very!little!with!poor!countries.! !As!such,!the!factors!mentioned!a!moment!

ago!do!not!get!acted!upon.! !Poor!countries!become!poorer!as!a!result,!and!poor!countries!

get! left!behind,! in! a! sense,! from! the! rest!of! the!developed!world.! ! It’s!not!uncommon! for!

foreign! factories! to!move! into! developing! countries! to! take! advantage! of! the! cheap! label!

available.!!These!factories!are!often!thought!of!as!sweatshops,!and!while!their!existence!is!



often!thought!of!as!a!symbol!of!poor!working!conditions,!“sweatshops!are!the!symptom,!not!

the!cause,!of!shocking!global!poverty”!(Harford,!p.!222).!!!

In!the!epilogue!section!of!the!final!chapter,!Harford!sums!up!his!text,!and!defines!the!

theme!of!his!text!with!the!following!statement:!`!!

“Countries! that! are! rich! or! rapidly! growing! have! embraced! the! basic! lessons! of!

economics! we! have! learned! in! this! book:! fight! scarcity! power! and! corruption;!

correct!externalities;! try! to!maximize! information;!get! the! incentives!right;!engage!

with!other!countries;!and!most!of!all,!embrace!markets,!which!do!most!of!these!jobs!

at! the! same! time.! ! In! the! end,! economics! is! about! people—something! that!

economists!have!done!a!very!bad!job!at!explaining.!And!economic!growth!is!about!a!

better!life!for!individuals—more!choice,! less!fear,! less!toil!and!hardship.! !(Harford,!

pp.!251`252).!!

!

In!many!cases,!poor!countries!either!get!poorer!or! remain!poor!because,! generally,! large!

nations!take!advantage!of!their!economies.!!Corruption!also!plays!a!substantial!role!in!why!

poor!countries!remain!poor!(Cameroon!was!a!good!example!in!Harford’s!text).! !Much!like!

what!is!found!in!climate!science,!there!exist!positive!and!negative!feedbacks!in!the!global!

economic!system.!!!

! !

GDP(Discussion(

! Switching!gears!a!bit,!the!next!item!to!be!discussed!is!GDP!(gross!domestic!product)!

namely!what!is!it!and!why!is!it!important.!!Sowell!defines!GDP!as!“sum!total!of!everything!

produced!within!a!nation’s!borders”!(Sowell,!p.!375).!!This!should!not!be!confused!with!the!

Gross! National! Product,! which! is! the! sum! of! all! goods! produced! by! a! nation’s! people.!!

Sometimes!this!difference!can!be!significant,!and!at!other!times!the!difference!is!minimal.!!

In! the!U.S.,! for! instance,! there! is!a! less! than!one`percent!difference!between! the!GDP!and!



GNP.! ! Oftentimes! a! country’s! GDP! is! correlated! with! the! standard! of! living! found! in! a!

particular!nation,!but!this!is!often!not!the!case.!!!

Simon!Kuznets!and!his!colleagues!produced!the!first!official!measure!of!the!U.S.!GDP!

in! the! early! 1930s.! ! So! important!was! his!work! that! he!went! on! to! be! awarded! a!Nobel!

Prize,! along!with!Richard! Stone,! for! his!work! in! the!U.S.! and! in!Britain.! ! There! are! three!

methods!for!calculating!the!GDP!–!the!production!approach,!the!income!approach,!and!the!

expenditures!approach.!!Though!these!approaches!use!different!combinations!of!public!and!

private! sector! data,! they! essentially! calculate! the! same! value.! ! The! production! approach!

“estimates! each! industry’s! gross! output! and! subtracts! intermediate! inputs! from! other!

industries!to!derive!each!industry’s!residual!value`added”!(Landefeld,!et!al.!2008).!!In!short,!

it! is! the!value!of! all! goods! and/or! services!measured!over! a! year.! !The! income!approach!

“measures! the! income! earned! by! [individuals! as! a! result! of]! the! different! factors! of!

production”!(Landefeld,!et!al.!2008).!!!And!finally,!the!expenditures!approach!“shows!what!

is!happening!across!different!types!of!spending”!(Landefeld,!et!al.!2008).!!!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!



Table&taken&from&Landefeld,&et&al.&Journal&of&Economic&Perspectives&

The! earliest! estimation! of! the! American! gross! domestic! product! was! based! on!

Internal! Revenue! Service! (IRS)! tax! data! along! with! the! Bureau! of! Labor! Statistics!

employment! and! payroll! data,! regulatory! and! administrative! data,! and! a! collection! of!

surveys! to! compensate! for!missing!data.! ! Currently,! an! estimate! of! the!GDP! is! calculated!

using!benchmark!estimates.! !This!benchmark!data! is! compiled!and!published!once!every!

five!years;! though! the!GDP! itself! is!estimated!annually!and!quarterly.! !The! first!quarterly!

estimate!of!the!GDP!is!published!nearly!a!month!after!the!end!of!the!most!recent!quarter.!!

The!data!used!for!this!first!estimate!accounts!for!approximately!45%!of!the!final!estimate.!

The! second! quarterly! estimate! is! published! two! months! after! the! end! of! the! previous!

quarter!and!is!based!on!revised!data.! !The!revised!data!makes!up!nearly!70%!of!the!final!

GDP!estimate.! !And! finally,! once! IRS!data!becomes! available!during! the! summer!months,!

estimates! are! recalculated.! ! The! data! here! is! made! up! of! more! complete! surveys! from!

various!sources,!contributing!to!a!more!complete!“look”!for!the!economy.!!!

The! calculation! of! GDP! is! imperfect;! several! problems! still! exist! and! there! is! still!

progress!to!be!made!to!get!a!better!picture!of!the!economy.! !There!still!exists! inadequate!

data!that!measures!the!performance!of!the!services!sector.!!Better!estimation!processes!can!

be! developed! to! measure! factors! that! are! difficult! to! value! such! as! the! research! and!

development! sectors! or! benefits! in! stock! options! and! pension! benefits! over! time.! ! And!

lastly,!because!there!is!a!great!deal!of!pressure!to!produce!GDP!estimates!quickly,!progress!

can!be!made! in!quickly!making!source!data!available! to! those!parties!measuring!the!GDP!

each!year.!!



When! studying! GPD,! it’s! important! to! be! aware! of! the! concept! of! the! potential!

domestic! product,! which! has! a! broad! definition.! ! “To! some,! it! [potential! GDP]! reflects! a!

world! in! which! every! worker! is! matched! with! the! perfect! job,! every! good! idea!

implemented,! and! the! bad! ones! are! ignored.! ! In! this! world,! resources! are! allocated!

optimally! with! no! distortion! from! the! tax! code,! information! frictions,! or! suboptimal!

government! policies”! (Gavin,! 2012).! ! Potential! GDP! is! important! because! the! difference!

between! actual! (real)! GDP! and! potential! GDP! can! indicate! whether! or! not! a! nation’s!

economy!needs!to! implement!a!stimulus!policy.! !Estimates,!or!potential!GDP!calculations,!

are!not!always!accurate!when!predicting!the!actual!GDP!values.!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

! !

Graph&taken&from&Gavin,&Economic&Synopses.&

As! seen! in! the! graph! above,! two!potential! GDP!measurements!were!performed! in!

2007!and!2011.!!The!2007!estimate!follows!a!fairly!linear!trend!from!2001!onward,!while!

the! 2011! estimate! skews! conservatively! in! late`2008! and!predicts! lower! values! than! the!

2007!estimates.!!While!both!of!these!estimates!follow!linear!trends!closely!associated!with!



the! actual! GDP,! the! estimates! start! to! fail! sometime! in! early`2008.! ! Unfortunately,! each!

estimate!was!off!from!the!actual!GDP!values!leading!into!2012.!!!

“In! the! minutes! of! the! January! Federal! Open! Market! Committee! meeting,! the!
participants!projected,!on!average,!that!real!GDP!would!grow!about!3!percent!over!
the! next! three! calendar! years.! This! growth! rate! is! too! slow! to! get! GDP! back! to!
current!estimates!of!the!trend.!If!the!projections!hold!true,!the!estimates!of!the!level!
of!potential!GDP!will!fall!even!further.!!If!potential!GDP!is!lower!than!expected,!then!
interest!rates!may!have!to!rise!sooner!than!expected!to!prevent!an!acceleration!of!
inflation.”!(Gavin,!2012).!
!
!

Inflation!will!raise!the!cost!of!goods!and!services!in!an!economy;!which!means!that!a!dollar!

will!“purchase”!less!than!expected.!!And!a!static!rate!of!inflation!will!decrease!the!effects!of!

a!recession,!should!that!occur.!!!

! !

Research(Integration(

! Changing!gears! for!a!second!and!final! time,!we!come!to!the!topic(s)!of!my!current!

research.!!In!late!September,!the!idea!I!was!exploring!was!catastrophe!(CAT)!bonds.!!From!

what! I! understand,! CAT! bonds! can! help! in! the! financing! of! various! elements! of!

infrastructure!in!developing!economies.!!Essentially,!CAT!bonds!are!a!form!of!re`insurance!

taken!up!from!an!insurance!company.!!The!bonds!ensure!that!financing!will!be!available!to!

cover! losses! in! the! event! of! a! natural! disaster! (earthquake,! hurricane,! etc).! ! They! are! a!

tricky! investment! as! the!probability!of! an!occurrence! for! an! event! can!vary! significantly.!!

The! CAT! bond! can! be! thought! of! as! a! type! of! loan,! though! there! are! some! significant!

differences! between! the! two.! ! Loans! are! agreements! between! lender! and! borrower,! and!

they! are! usually! for! relatively! small! sums! of! money.! ! They! are! also! untradeable! on! the!

market.!!Bonds,!on!the!other!hand,!are!employed!with!the!stakes!are!higher.!!Typically!the!



general! public! is! the! lender! and! the! government! and/or! a! large! corporation! is! the!

borrower.!!Bonds!are!tradable.!!!

! The! next! research! topic! that! has! caught!my! interest! is! looking! at! the! relationship!

between! insurance! and! property! being! insured.! ! Imagine! for! a! moment! the! myriad! of!

questions!you!need!to!answer!when!purchasing!auto!insurance.!!!Anti`lock!brakes,!air!bags,!

navigation! systems! –! every! bell! and! whistle! of! your! car! along! with! many! details! about!

yourself!will!be!factored!into!the!behind`the`scenes!analysis!that!assesses!the!odds!of!you!

getting! in! a!wreck,! estimates! the! cost! of! damage! and!medical! expenses! you’d! incur,! and!

then! provides! a! quote! reflecting! all! these! factors.! ! But! what! about! a! home?! ! Insurance!

premium!calculations!for!structures!are!typically!based!on!by!square!footage,!location,!and!

property!value.! !For!a!residence! located! in!a!place! like!Pensacola,!Corpus!Christi,!or!New!

Orleans!`!it!seems!only!fair!that!the!owner!of!a!home!equipped!with!hurricane!straps!ought!

to!pay!a!lower!premium.!!(Hurricane!straps!are!a!popular!product!by!Simpson!Strong`Tie!

and! secure! the! roof! structural! system! to! the! perimeter! and/or! interior! shear!walls! of! a!

house,!typically.)!!In!other!words,!insurance!companies!should!incentivize!building!owners!

to!either!build!of!retrofit! their!structures!to!higher!safety!standards!with! lower!premium!

costs!–!but! they!do!not!do! it!because! this! type!of! risk! and! financial! analysis! is! still! at! its!

infancy.!!!

! The! business! and! economic! issues! associated! with! these! two! concepts! concern!

several! issues.! !Demand!comes! to!mind! first.! ! For! the! insurance! idea,! specifically!–! if! the!

general! public! were! offered! an! option! to! perform! improvements! to! their! structures! for!

lower!premiums,!would!they!act!on!it?!!Ignoring!demand!for!a!moment!`!what!would!it!take!

for!one!of!the!handful!of!major!home!insurance!companies!to!take!the!first!step!in!offering!



this! type!of!service?! !Of!course,!demand!can!be! factored! into!that!decision,!but! insurance!

companies! constantly! compete! with! one! another! for! clients.! ! Offering! this! service! may!

prove! to! be! a! gamble.! ! That! being! said,! I! think! game! theory! would! dictate! that! each!

insurance! firm!would! offer! the! same! service! simultaneously.! ! Obviously,! economics! will!

play!a!fairly!notable!role!in!whichever!research!topic!I!continue!to!explore.!!!
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